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We present a systematic study of the electronic and magnetic properties of transition-metal �TM� atomic
chains adsorbed on the zigzag single-wall carbon nanotubes �SWNTs�. We considered the adsorption on the
external and internal wall of SWNT and examined the effect of the TM coverage and geometry on the binding
energy and the spin polarization at the Fermi level. All those adsorbed chains studied have ferromagnetic
ground state, but only their specific types and geometries demonstrated high spin polarization near the Fermi
level. Their magnetic moment and binding energy in the ground state display interesting variation with the
number of d electrons of the TM atom. We also show that specific chains of transition-metal atoms adsorbed
on a SWNT can lead to semiconducting properties for the minority spin bands, but semimetallic for the
majority spin bands. Spin polarization is maintained even when the underlying SWNT is subjected to high
radial strain. Spin-dependent electronic structure becomes discretized when TM atoms are adsorbed on finite
segments of SWNTs. Once coupled with nonmagnetic metal electrodes, these magnetic needles or nanomag-
nets can perform as spin-dependent resonant tunneling devices. The electronic and magnetic properties of these
nanomagnets can be engineered depending on the type and decoration of adsorbed TM atom as well as the size
and symmetry of the tube. Our study is performed by using first-principles pseudopotential plane wave method
within spin-polarized density functional method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanotubes interacting with magnetic foreign objects have
been a focus of attention due to the possibility of realizing
the technologically promising area of spintronics in molecu-
lar structures. The ability to produce sizeable changes in the
conductance of a nanotube due to an applied magnetic field
has been one of the driving forces for active research on
magnetic properties of carbon-based structures.1,2 Due to
their inherent spin asymmetry, the interaction with magnetic
foreign objects, such as adsorbed transition metal �TM�
atoms,3–5 nanoparticles,6 and substrates,7 is likely to cause a
spin-dependent response on the transport properties of the
combined structure.3,6,8 It is now understood that spin-valve
effect appears to have potential applications in the develop-
ment of faster, smaller, and more efficient nanoscale magne-
toelectronic devices.

Costa et al.9 investigated the indirect magnetic coupling
between two distant magnetic adatoms attached to the wall
of a carbon nanotube. They found that the coupling between
TM atoms is mediated by the electronic carriers and is oscil-
latory for metallic armchair tubes, but monotonic for zigzag
nanotubes. Spin-dependent transport through carbon nano-
tubes sandwiched between ferromagnetic electrodes has been
studied recently. Experimental papers dealing with multiwall
carbon nanotubes �MWNT� have produced results which dif-
fer not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively from one
another. For example, reported maximum GMR values using
Co contacts have ranged from 9%1 to 30%.10

The interaction of magnetic atoms with nanotubes may
result in a half-metallic �HM� system �namely a metal for
one spin direction, but semiconductor for the opposite spin
direction� that is of interest for spintronic devices1 as well as
nanomagnets. Since some carbon nanotubes are ballistic

conductors,11,12 the spin polarization induced by magnetic
electrodes �such as Fe, Co, or Ni� can be preserved as the
electrons propagate through the nanotube. To this end, it has
been necessary to know which elements can be best bonded
to nanotubes and how they affect the magnetic properties.
Based on the first-principles density functional theory �DFT�
calculation, Yang et al.13 found that a Cr or V atomic chain
adsorbed on a metallic armchair carbon nanotube opens up a
band gap for the minority spin states, making the whole sys-
tem a 100% spin-polarized conductor. The band gaps of mi-
nority spin bands were 0.49 and 0.44 eV for V and Cr, re-
spectively. The adsorption of Mn, Fe, Co, or Ni chains led to
large but not complete spin polarization.13 Fagan et al.4,5

studied the structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of
Fe chains adsorbed on SWNT. They discussed several con-
figurations including external and internal geometries by pre-
senting calculated binding energies, band structures, and
magnetic moments. Similarly, Yagi et al.14 investigated the
interaction of 3d transition metal atoms and dimers with a
single-walled armchair carbon nanotube by first-principles
DFT. They found that Co atoms adsorbed at the hollow site
of internal wall of armchair nanotubes can show half-
metallic behavior.

In this paper we present the spin-dependent properties of
TM �Co, Cr, Fe, Mn, and V� atomic chains adsorbed on the
external and internal walls of zigzag SWNTs. We examined
how the spin polarization varies with radius of SWNT as
well as with the type of TM atoms, which are adsorbed ac-
cording to well-defined patterns �decorations�. Moreover the
strain analysis in radial and axial directions are performed in
order to reveal how robust the magnetic properties are.
Present work is complementary to other studies, which
mainly focused on the metallic armchair nanotubes and pre-
dicted half-metallicity.13–15 We note that while the half-
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metallicity requiring an integer number of spin per unit cell
can exist only for infinite and ideal systems, realistic devices
can be produced only on finite-size SWNTs, which are either
connected to the metal leads or lie on a substrate. In this
respect, the main issue is to achieve a high spin polarization
on a finite size SWNT. In order to clarify the effect of nano-
tube size on the spin-dependent electronic structure, we also
examined finite systems.

II. METHOD

We have performed first-principles plane wave
calculations16,17 within DFT18 using ultrasoft
pseudopotentials.19 The exchange-correlation potential has
been approximated by generalized gradient approximation
�GGA� using two different functionals, PW9120 and PBE.21

For partial occupancies, we have used the Methfessel-Paxton
smearing method.22 The width of smearing has been chosen
as 0.1 eV for geometry relaxations and 0.01 eV for accurate
energy band and density-of-state �DOS� calculations. All
structures have been treated by supercell geometry �with lat-
tice parameters asc, bsc, and csc� using the periodic boundary
conditions. A large spacing ��10 Å� between adjacent nano-
tubes has been assured to prevent interactions between
them.23 In single-cell calculations of infinite systems, csc has
been taken to be equal to the lattice parameter of SWNT and
in double-cell calculations, csc=2c. Convergence with re-
spect to the number of plane waves used in expanding Bloch
functions and k points used in sampling the Brillouin zone
�BZ� have been tested before analyzing the systems.24 In the
self-consistent potential and total energy calculations the
BZ of nanotubes has been sampled by �1�1�15� and
�1�1�11� mesh points in k space within Monkhorst-Pack
scheme25 for single and double cells, respectively. A plane-
wave basis set with kinetic energy cutoff �2�k+G�2 /2m
=350 eV has been used. All atomic positions and lattice pa-
rameters have been optimized by using the conjugate gradi-
ent method where total energy and atomic forces are mini-
mized. The convergence of calculation is achieved when the
difference of the total energies of the last two consecutive
steps is less than 10−5 eV, and the maximum force allowed
on each atom is less than 0.05 eV/Å. As for finite structures,
supercell has been constructed in order to yield �10 Å
vacuum space in each direction, and BZ is sampled only at

the � point. The other parameters of the calculations are kept
the same. The binding energy �per atom� of the adsorbed TM
atomic chain has been calculated for each configuration by
using the expression

Eb = �ET�SWNT� + ET�TM − chain�

− ET�SWNT + TM − chain��/N , �1�

where N is the number of adsorbed TM atoms per cell. In
this equation, three terms, respectively, stand for the opti-
mized total energy of the bare SWNT, TM-chain, and SWNT
with adsorbed TM-chain. All the optimized total energies are
calculated in the same supercell. The spin polarization at the
Fermi level, EF is defined as

P�EF� = �D�EF,↑� − D�EF,↓��/�D�EF,↑� + D�EF,↓�� �2�

in terms of the density of states of majority and minority spin
states, D�EF,↑� and D�EF,↓�, respectively. The average bind-
ing energy Eb, the average magnetic moment per adsorbed
TM atom �, and P�EF� have been calculated for different
levels of coverage of �=1/2, 1, and 2. Here � indicates the
number of adsorbed TM atoms per unit cell. In order to
remove the constraints of supercell geometry and to test the
stability further, the TM atomic chain SWNT systems have
been relaxed after their supercell sizes are doubled �namely
csc=2c�. Moreover, in order to test the effects of deformation
on the physical properties, we have also studied the cases
where the underlying �8,0� tubes are kept under 25% radial
strain.26

III. TM WIRES ADSORBED ON SWNT

In this section, we first summarize our results for TM
atoms adsorbed on the external and internal walls of the �8,0�
SWNT to form an atomic chain.

A. External adsorption

Bond distances d, Eb, �, and P�EF� calculated for the Co,
Cr, Fe, Mn, and V atomic chains adsorbed on the �8,0� zig-
zag SWNT are listed in Table I for �=1/2, 1, and 2. The
atomistic model corresponding to various coverages is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The spin-polarized band structures and the
total density of states �TDOS� near EF are presented in Fig. 2

TABLE I. The distance between TM and nearest C atom dC-TM; average binding energy Eb; average magnetic moments per atom �; spin
polarization at the Fermi level P�EF� for chain structures of Co, Cr, Fe, Mn, and V transition metal atoms adsorbed on the �8,0� SWNT for
�=1/2, 1, and 2. P�EF��corresponds to D�EF , ↓ ��D�EF , ↑ �.

�=1/2 �=1 �=2

dC-TM �Å� Eb �eV� � ��B� P�EF� dC-TM Eb �eV� � ��B� P�EF� dC-TM Eb �eV� � ��B� P�EF�

Co 2.0 1.7 1.1 — 2.0 1.4 1.1 — 2.0 0.6 1.7 −0.65

Cr 2.2 0.6 4.2 −0.21 2.2 0.4 5.2 0.38 2.3 0.5 4.4 0.53

Fe 2.1 0.8 2.2 −0.91 2.1 0.9 4.0 — 2.2 0.5 3.1 −0.65

Mn 2.2 0.4 5.5 — 2.2 0.7 5.0 — 2.5 0.6 4.6 −0.19

V 2.2 1.4 3.8 0.68 2.2 1.5 4.1 0.90 2.3 1.0 2.9 0.73
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for adsorbed V, Co, and Fe chains and in Fig. 3 for Mn and
Cr chains.

1. Vanadium

The ground state of the V chain adsorbed on SWNT is
found to be ferromagnetic for all geometries described in
Fig. 1. The value of the average magnetic moment,27 � is
calculated as 3.8, 4.1, and 2.9 �B for �=1/2, 1, and 2, re-
spectively. The calculations are also performed for the bare
V chains by removing the �8,0� SWNT, but keeping the same
chain geometry when they were adsorbed on the tube. For
example, for �=1/2, where the distance between nearest V
atoms �dV-V� is 8.52 Å, � is calculated as 5.0 �B that is
equal to the magnetic moment of the free V atom in s1d4

configuration. This indicates that for �=1/2 V-V coupling is
negligible. V-C interaction or charge transfer between V and
C atoms is responsible for the reduction of � from 5.0 �B to 3.8 �B upon adsorption on SWNT. As for �=1,

dV-V of the bare V atomic chain becomes 4.26 Å and �
=4.8 �B; for �=2, dV-V=2.4 Å and resulting � is 4.1 �B.
These interactions are also crucial for the stability of deco-
rated structures on SWNT which were discussed previously
both experimentally28 and theoretically.8 The coupling be-
tween V atoms gets stronger as � increases. This causes a
slight increase in the distance between V-C atoms from
2.2 to 2.3 Å.

The adsorption of the V chain makes the semiconducting
�8,0� SWNT metallic for both spin directions. Complete po-
larization at EF, in other words half-metallicity �having an
integer number of net spin in a cell� did not occur. However,
for �=1/2 and 1 the density of states for majority spin car-
rier at EF, D�EF , ↑ � is much larger than minority spin carrier
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Since, P�EF� as large as 90% can be
achieved, these structures may be suitable for spintronic de-
vice applications.

For nanotubes, namely �10,0� and �14,0� with a larger
radius, Yang et al.13 found dC-V as 2.2 Å and �=2.2�B with
P�EF�=45% for �=2 geometry. They also showed that V
chains adsorbed on armchair SWNTs exhibit HM
properties.13 Andriotis et al.29 found that the hollow site of
graphene30,31 is energetically favorable with dC-V�1.9 Å
and �=1.02�B.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The configuration of adsorbed TM atoms
�Co, Cr, Fe, Mn, and V� forming chain structures on the �8,0�
SWNT are illustrated for various coverage geometries, such as
�=1/2, 1, 2, and 4.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The spin-dependent band structure and
TDOS of V, Co, and Fe chains adsorbed on the zigzag �8,0� SWNT
for �=1/2, 1, and 2 geometries. Solid and dotted lines are for
majority and minority spin states, respectively. The zero of energy
is set to the Fermi level EF.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The spin-dependent band structure and
TDOS of Mn and Cr chains adsorbed on the zigzag �8,0� SWNT for
�=1/2, 1, and 2 geometries. Solid and dotted lines are for majority
and minority spin states, respectively. The zero of energy is set to
the Fermi level EF.
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2. Iron

For �=1/2, the SWNT+TM atomic chain system has a
ferromagnetic ground state with �=2.2�B. Here � is reduced
from the magnetic moment of free atom due to Fe-C inter-
action which, in turn, results in transfer of 4s electrons to 3d
as confirmed by our Mulliken analysis. The energy band cal-
culation shows that the system is metallic for both types of
spin carriers, but P�EF� is very high for minority spin carri-
ers. Analysis of partial density of states �PDOS� suggests that
the hybridized 3d states of Fe contribute to P�EF�. For
�=1, the ground state of the system is still ferromagnetic, but
the increased Fe-Fe interaction and reduction in unit cell size
make the system semiconducting with negligible P�EF�. For
�=2, the ferromagnetic system is metallic for both spin car-
riers. While Fe-C distances have changed slightly under ra-
dial strain 	r=−0.25, the metallicity for both spin carriers
and high P�EF� is maintained. For the same structure on the
�8,0� SWNT, Fagan et al.4 obtained similar results for ground
state properties. They calculated dC-Fe between 2.1–2.4 Å
and � as 3.0 �B which are consistent with present results.
However, they obtained Eb as 0.9 eV which is larger than
ours. Our results indicate that the system is metallic with
high P�EF�, whereas they predicted a semiconducting struc-
ture with a small gap. Moreover, the optimized geometry of
the present study is also different. Those differences between
the present study and that of Fagan et al.4 perhaps originate
from different method of calculations �plane wave vs local
basis set�. Yang et al.13 predicting metallic character with
P�EF�=86% and �=2.6�B for �14,0� confirms our results.
For the graphene structure Yagi et al.13 and Duffy et al.32

also found hollow site as the most stable adsorption site for a
single Fe with ��2�B.

Finally, we have studied the properties of two parallel Fe
chains adsorbed on the �8,0� SWNT which is specified as
�=4. The ground state of the system is ferromagnetic with
�=3.0�B per Fe atom and shows metallic behavior for both
spin carriers with negligible P�EF�. Since Fe-Fe interaction
is stronger than Fe-C interaction the Fe atoms show a ten-
dency to form a cluster. However, for a different geometry,
but the same �, where two parallel Fe chains are separated
�hence Fe-Fe coupling is reduced� the net magnetic moment
of the ground state did not change significantly, but P�EF�
increased to P�EF�=0.82. This result suggests that the spin
polarization is strongly dependent on � as well as on the
pattern of the decoration of the adsorbed TM atoms.

The calculations have been repeated by using different
GGA functional, namely PBE21 for the Fe-atomic chains ad-
sorbed externally with �=1/2, 1, and 2. The use of PBE did
not change the results obtained by using PW91.33 For ex-
ample maximum changes in the binding energy have been
0.1, 0.1, and 0.2 eV for �=1/2, 1, and 2, respectively.

3. Cromium

Cr atomic chains adsorbed on the �8,0� SWNT with
�=1/2 and 1 give rise to metallic state for both types of spin
carriers and result in negligible P�EF�. However the induced
� is large. Bare chains of both �=1/2 and 1 have the same
�=6�B as that of free Cr atoms in s1d5 configuration due to

negligible Cr-Cr interaction. The decrease in � when Cr is
adsorbed on SWNT is due to transfer of s electrons into d
electrons. For �=2 we obtained a significant P�EF� with
�=4.4�B. Yagi et al.14 reported P�EF�=29% with �
=3.2�B for �14,0� suggesting that � decreases with increase
of nanotubes radius. The calculations by Yagi et al.14 on the
�6,6� and �8,8� armchair SWNT showed that a small gap
opens for minority spin carriers and system becomes HM
with 100% spin polarization with �=4�B. They obtained Eb
less than 1 eV for both metallic and zigzag nanotubes which
is consistent with our result indicating relatively weak inter-
action between Cr and SWNT. Duffy et al.32 studied single
Cr adsorption on graphene and reported ferromagnetic
ground state with �=5.0�B.

4. Cobalt

While the Co chains adsorbed on the �8,0� SWNT have
ferromagnetic ground states with ��1.0 �B for �=1/2 and
1, the magnetic moments corresponding to the bare Co
chains ��=3.0 �B� are equal to that of a single, free Co atom
in the d8s1 configuration. This indicates that direct Co-Co
interaction is almost negligible at distances larger than
4.26 Å, but Co-C interaction reduces the strength of �. The
energy band analysis indicates that the Co atomic chains ad-
sorbed on the �8,0� SWNT for �=1/2 and 1 is semihalf
metallic, namely the system is semiconducting for minority
spin bands, but the band of majority spin states just touches
EF at the center of BZ. Moreover, the band originating from
localized 3d↓ state just below EF contributes to the conduc-
tance under small bias and makes that spin polarization sig-
nificant for minority spin carriers. For �=2, the system is
metallic for both spin directions with high P�EF� in favor of
minority spin carrier. The calculations by Yang et al.13 indi-
cated also significant spin polarization with P�EF�=41%
with �=1.2�B for the Co-chain adsorbed on the �14,0�
SWNT for �=2. The decrease of � with increasing radius of
zigzag nanotubes is consistent with the results obtained for
V, Fe. The calculations concerning the interaction of Co atom
with �4,4� and �8,8� metallic SWNTs at �=1/2 indicate that
even complete polarization at EF can be obtained.30

5. Manganese

The Mn chain adsorbed on the �8,0� SWNTs has ferro-
magnetic ground state for �=1/2, 1, and 2 geometries. The
corresponding magnetic moments � per atom are 5.5, 5.0,
and 4.6 �B for �=1/2, 1, and 2, respectively. For �=1/2
geometry, the magnetic moment of the SWNT+Mn chain
system is even larger than that of free Mn atom in s1d6 con-
figuration. Our PDOS analysis suggests that Mn-C interac-
tion through the electron transfer from Mn 4s to Mn 3d and
4p is enhancing the spin alignment.5 Even the calculations
on the interaction of a single Mn atom with graphene result
in a similar charge transfer from Mn 4s to Mn 4p and 3d
orbitals.32 Bare Mn chains corresponding to both �=1/2 and
�=1 have magnetic moments equivalent to that of free Mn
atom, since Mn-Mn interaction is almost negligible for
dMn-Mn�4 Å.

The band gap of the bare �8,0� SWNT increases upon the
adsorption of the Mn chain of �=1/2. The interesting point
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is that a band of majority spin states just touches the EF at
the � point exhibiting a half semimetallic character. How-
ever, the system is semiconducting for �=1, but metallic for
�=2 with small P�EF�. For �=2, Fagan et al.5 predicted
similar optimized configuration with �=4.2�B. Yang et al.13

reported very high polarization, P�EF�=78% with �=3.6�
for the case of an Mn chain adsorbed on the �14,0� SWNT
according to �=2.

We finally summarize the general trends revealed from
the above discussion. �i� The bond length dC-TM ranges be-
tween 2.0 Å and 2.5 Å; it does not exhibit significant varia-
tion with nanotube radius �R�. However, dC-TM slightly in-
creases with increasing � due to the increasing adatom-
adatom coupling. �ii� The binding energy Eb decreases as R
increases. This is an expected result due to the curvature
effect. Eb has the lowest value for Mn having half-filled d
shell in 3d54s2 configuration. �iii� Generally � decreases as
R increases. Maximum of � is obtained for Cr and Mn. The
variation of � and Eb with respect to the number of d elec-
trons, Nd, of the adsorbed TM atom is plotted in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, different adsorption geometries corresponding
to �=1/2, 1, and 2 display similar overall behaviors. The
ground state magnetic moment � has a maximum value for
Nd=5 �corresponding to half-filling of the d shell�. In con-
trast, Eb shows a minimum at Nd=5. Earlier it has been
shown that Eb�Nd� passes through a two maxima for Nd=2
�Ti 3d24s2 configuration� and Nd=8 �Ni in 3d84s2

configuration�.8 The behavior illustrated in Fig. 4 is ex-
plained by using Friedel model �see Refs. 8 and 34�.

B. Internal adsorption

The results obtained from the adsorption of Co, Fe, and V
chain for �=1/2 and 1 on the internal wall of the �8,0�

SWNT are summarized in Table II. The variation of dC-TM,
Eb, and � with � exhibit trends similar to those in the case of
external adsorption. However, spin-polarization at EF dis-
plays some differences from external adsorption. For ex-
ample, while P�EF� is usually significant for external adsorp-
tion at �=1/2, it is negligible for the internal case. Similar to
the external counterpart, the ground state of internally doped
�8,0� SWNT is ferromagnetic for all geometries. However,
the band structure corresponding to the internal adsorption
usually changes significantly for most of the cases. This situ-
ation shows the effect of confinement on the interaction be-
tween TM and C. Both �=1/2 and �=1 geometries of ad-
sorbed V chains exhibit metallic character, but the high
P�EF� calculated for the external doping case diminishes for
�=1/2 and reduces to 0.22 for �=1.

The change in � is more significant when Fe is adsorbed
internally. For �=1/2, while the Fe chain externally doped is
metallic with high P�EF�, internally adsorbed system be-
comes semiconducting. On the other hand, for �=1, the
semiconducting system of the external adsorption case shows
metallic behavior with P�EF�=−0.62 for the internal adsorp-
tion. The change in electronic structure as well as in P�EF� is
again due to the hybridization of d bands. Localized and
almost dispersionless d bands of external chains are dis-
persed for the internal case due to increased coupling. The
overall shape of the band structures is similar, but near EF
changes become significant. For the �4,4� armchair SWNT,
Yagi et al.14 also found ferromagnetic ground state with the
same adsorption geometry corresponding to �=1/2. The
atomic positions and Eb are very close for both cases, but just
a small increase in � �from 3.0 to 3.1 �B� for the internal
adsorption is pointed out.

As for Co, the semihalf metallic system becomes
semiconducting for �=1/2 and metallic for �=1 with
P�EF�=0.77 in the case of internal adsorption. The change in
the dispersion of the d band of minority carriers determines
the electronic properties and polarization of the system. The
internal adsorption of Co atoms inside �4,4� and �8,8� arm-
chair SWNT makes the system half-metallic.14

Briefly, in the internal adsorption, we see that geometry
and dC-TM do not change significantly with the type of TM
atom. � generally decreases for the internal adsorption �ex-
cept for Co�, since more 4s electrons are transferred to 3d.
As the strength of interaction changes, the value of Eb oscil-
lates and hinders the derivation of a general rule. Neverthe-
less, the cases studied here clearly indicate that the polariza-
tion near EF can also be manipulated by changing the doping
from external to internal walls of SWNT.

TABLE II. The distance between TM and nearest neighbor C atom dC-TM, binding energy Eb, magnetic
moments � per TM atom, and polarization at Fermi level P�EF� of various chain structures of Co, Fe, and V
atoms adsorbed inside the �8,0� SWNT for �=1/2 and �=1. P�EF��corresponds to D�EF , ↓ ��D�EF , ↑ �.

�=1/2 �=1

dC-TM �Å� Eb �eV� � ��B� P�EF� dC-TM Eb �eV� � ��B� P�EF�

Co 2.0 1.2 1.0 — 2.0 1.6 1.4 0.77

Fe 2.2 0.4 2.3 — 2.1 0.4 2.3 −0.62

V 2.2 1.5 3.6 — 2.2 1.4 3.8 0.22

FIG. 4. �Color online� The variation of �a� magnetic moment �,
and �b� the binding energy Eb as a function of number of d states for
�=1/2, 1, and 2 for external adsorption.
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C. Other type of SWNTs

In addition to the zigzag �8,0� SWNT, we have analyzed
the interaction of Fe with the �6,0� and �9,0� tubes which are
chosen as prototype for �n,0� �where n is the integer mul-
tiples of 3�. The �6,0� SWNT is metallic due to the dipping of
the 
*-singlet conduction band into the valence band as a
result of curvature effect.30 The �9,0� tube is semiconductor
with very small band gap.35 All Fe chains ��=1/2, 1, and 2�
have magnetic ground state. Variation of � with � is illus-
trated in Fig. 5�a�. � as well as with the index of SWNT �n�
are shown in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�. It appears that ���� exhibits
similar variation with � for n=6, 8, and 9. ���=2� has com-
parable values for all three tubes which have different radii.
Owing to the curvature effect, Eb increases as n decreases �or
R decreases�. Their electronic band structures also display
interesting properties. For �6,0�, the system is metallic for all
� and shows high P�EF� except �=1. For �9,0�, the minority
spin bands just touch EF and a small gap opens for majority
spin bands and the system becomes almost half-metallic with
perfect spin polarization at �=1/2 and 2. For �=1, P�EF� is
also high in favor of minority spin carriers but the system
becomes metallic for minority and majority spin bands.

D. Adsorption on finite tubes

While the study of periodic or infinite structures in previ-
ous sections may give an idea about the behavior of the
systems in ideal cases, devices in real applications should
have finite size and may be on substrates and/or connected to
the leads. To examine the finite size effect, we considered an
Fe chain adsorbed on the finite �8,0� tube. In the first model,
we placed Fe atoms according to �=1/2 and 1 geometry on
a segment of the �8,0� SWNT consisting of 64 carbon atoms
and for the �=2 case on a segment consisting of 128 carbon
atoms. All tubes have open but fixed ends. These finite mod-
els with fixed ends may be relevant for SWNTs connected to
the electrodes from both ends. In this case the dangling
bonds of free-end carbon atoms are combined with electrode
states. Since this is a finite system all the parameters of cal-
culation including supercell size are reoptimized as discussed
in Section III. Fe atoms remain stable for �=1/2 and 1 ge-
ometries, but one Fe atom is detached from the wire for �
=2 geometry and is attached to C atom at fixed ends. For a
finite but longer system this effect will be minute. The
ground state of all the systems are found to be ferromagnetic
with total magnetic moments, �T=1.9, 4.0, and 5.4 �B for
�=1/2, 1, and 2, respectively. Magnetic moment per Fe de-
creased with increased Fe-Fe interaction at �=2. The results
indicate that ferromagnetic ground state will be conserved
for finite systems. When the number of states near EF is

compared with TDOS of infinite counterparts �see Fig. 6� we
also notice some changes in the distribution of spin states.
These changes occur since first, the electronic structure of
bare nanotube changes due to fixed open ends. Second, the
interaction between Fe and C atoms at both ends affects the
electronic structure. Nevertheless, as the length of a finite-
size system increases, the discrete electronic states are ex-
pected to converge to the spin-dependent TDOS of infinite
and periodic system. On the other hand, the fact that the
contribution of minority spin states is relatively larger than
that of majority spin states near EF for �=1/2 and 2 is simi-
lar to their infinite counterparts yielding high P�EF�.

In the right panels of Fig. 6, we present more realistic
systems for finite-size devices. Here we consider slightly
longer segments of the �8,0� SWNT and let the carbon atoms
at both ends relax to close. These segments are comprised of
96 carbon atoms for �=1/2 and �=1, but 160 carbon atoms
for �=2. By adsorbing Fe atoms similar to the cases of �
=1/2, 1, and 2, we examined geometry and then calculated
spin-polarized electronic structure and magnetic moments.
While Fe atoms remain stable for �=1/2 and 1, the Fe chain
which is composed of 8 atoms for �=2 has deformed due to
end effects and strong Fe-Fe interaction. For longer SWNTs
this effect is expected to be minute and in any case the fer-
romagnetic ground state is conserved with �T=10 �B like
the stable low doping cases �=1/2 and 1. The energy level
diagram of spin states and total magnetic moments of those
Fe adsorbed needles are strongly dependent on the number of
Fe atoms, and on their adsorption geometry. Moreover, we
see dramatic changes between left panels �corresponding to
fixed ends� and right panels �corresponding to closed ends�.
The spin polarization and the ferromagnetic ground states are
expected to be maintained even after these finite systems are
connected to the nonmagnetic metal electrodes from both
sides. Depending on the character of the contact and type of
the metal, the discrete levels can shift and can form reso-
nances. Under an applied electric field these ferromagnetic
needles behave as a resonant tunneling device, as well as a
spin valve for different spin directions. The size of the
SWNT segment and the geometry of decoration of TM at-
oms, as well as their type can be relevant parameters to en-
gineer nanospintronic devices.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a systematic analysis for the stabil-
ity, atomic, electronic, and magnetic properties of TM atomic
chains adsorbed on the external and internal wall of the �8,0�
SWNT. For the sake of comparison we also considered bare
TM chains by removing SWNT. The effects of coverage,
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geometry of the adsorbed chain configuration, and the size of
the tube on the magnetic and electronic properties have been
investigated. We found that all adsorbed chains have ferro-
magnetic ground state. The coupling among the adsorbed
TM atoms and the charge transfer between adsorbed TM and
nearest carbon atom of SWNT play an important role in de-
termining the resulting magnetic moment. Usually, the mag-
netic moment of the free TM atom is reduced upon the ad-
sorption. We found that high spin polarization at the Fermi
level can be obtained by the adsorption of V and Fe chains
on the �8,0� SWNT at specific geometries. The polarization
values achieved as high as 90% are expected to be suitable
for nanospintronic application. Interesting variation of the
magnetic moment and binding energy with the number of
filled d electrons of the adsorbate have been revealed. The
dependence of the magnetic properties, in particular spin po-
larization, on the radius and band gap of the zigzag tubes, are

further investigated by considering TM-chain adsorbed �6,0�
and �9,0� SWNTs.

The spin-dependent electronic structure and the net mag-
netic moment calculated for finite-size systems are found to
be different from infinite and periodic systems. Our results
suggest that these finite-size tubes holding TM atoms can be
used as a nanomagnet and can perform as spin-valve or spin-
dependent resonant-tunneling devices when they are con-
nected to the metal electrodes from both ends. It is demon-
strated that the semiconducting carbon nanotubes constitute a
suitable substrate to hold transition metal chains and metallic
leads to form nanoscale spintronic devices.
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